CRATER SCALING FOR OBLIQUE IMPACTS IN FRICTIONAL TARGETS: INSIGHT FROM 3D HYDROCODE MODELLING
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**Introduction:** One of the most fundamental questions in the study of meteorite impacts is how the size of the resulting crater depends on the properties of the impacting body and the impacted target. Various scaling-laws have been proposed [1,2,3,4] to calculate the volume, depth and diameter of a crater from the properties of the projectile (density \(\rho_p\), velocity \(v_i\), diameter \(L\)) and the target (density \(\rho_t\), strength \(Y\), gravity \(g\)).

The assumption that an impact can be approximated as a point source of energy and momentum [HOLS] implies (amongst other relationships) that a power-law function relates the scaled crater volume \(\pi_v\) (cratering efficiency) with the gravity scaled source size \(\pi_2\):

\[
\pi_v = \frac{V_p}{V_p} \cdot \frac{\rho_v}{\rho_p} = C_y \left[ \frac{g}{v_i^2 \left( \rho_p \right)} \right]^{1/3} = C_y \pi_2^{\gamma},
\]

where \(\gamma\) and \(C_y\) are scaling parameters that have to be determined empirically and depend on the properties of the target material (e.g. friction, porosity) [1,2,3].

However, most scaling-laws were developed for vertical impact which is the most unlikely scenario for meteorite impacts in nature [5]. Moreover, laboratory-scale oblique impact experiments suggest that it is not appropriate to approximate oblique impacts by a stationary point-source [6]. In this study we use three-dimensional (3D) numerical modeling of oblique hypervelocity impacts to investigate the effect of the angle of impact on the volume of the transient crater for “gravity-dominated” craters. Cratering is defined to be gravity dominated when crater growth is retarded by gravity rather than the cohesive strength of the material; this is the case for most impact craters on planetary surfaces and for all craters in granular materials like sand. The study of late-stage crater formation processes for oblique impacts is computationally very expensive and experimentally very difficult to realize, particularly when the target material has no cohesion – few experimental studies have investigated crater scaling in oblique impacts [7,8,9,10], and most of these addressed the formation of strength-dominated craters.

We have developed a highly efficient 3D hydrocode iSALE-3D [11] (based on [12,13]) that is specifically designed to perform simulations of the entire crater formation process at relatively low computational costs. We used this code to carry out an extensive parameter study that comprises more than 100 3D-simulations. Our main goal is to quantify the influence of impact angle on crater size for gravity-dominated craters in hydrodynamic and frictional target materials.

**Model Setup:** To investigate the effect of impact-angle on crater size, we assumed Earth-like conditions with a gravity of \(g = 9.81\,\text{m/s}^2\) and granite as both target and projectile material. We used the Tillotson equation of state [14] to compute the thermo-dynamical state of the material. To adequately resolve the projectile in our simulations and remove the complication of material vaporisation we fixed the impact velocity at \(v_i = 6.5\,\text{km/s}\), which is substantially lower than typical terrestrial impacts but within the range of impact velocity achievable in the laboratory. We varied the projectile diameter \(L\) between 250 m and 3 km to cover a range in gravity scaled source size \(\pi_2\) of 1.e-3 to 1.e-4, which spans the range of impact craters on Earth > 20 km diameter. The impact angle was varied between 30° and 90°. We modelled impacts into an idealised uniform granite target with no cohesive strength. In the first instance, we assumed a strengthless target (hydrodynamic) to separate the effect of impact angle from strength effects. In addition, we assumed a Mohr-Coulomb strength model (where shear strength is proportional to pressure, \(Y = fP\)) and varied the friction coefficient \(f\) between 0.2 and 0.9.

**The influence of impact angle on crater size:** In agreement with [7,8] we found that crater volume decreases with impact angle in a sinusoidal manner. The effect of impact angle is almost independent of impactor size (of different \(\pi_2\)-scenarios, see Fig. 1).

By plotting \(\pi_v\) versus crater efficiency \(\pi_v\) we found a scaling exponent of \(\gamma = 0.65\) (Fig. 2) which is the same as the empirically determined value for wet sand and water [2]. This parameter is close to the energy scaling limit of \(\gamma = 0.75\) and does not change significantly with impact angle (Fig. 2). Thus, if friction is neglected, the crater efficiency for impact angles  > 30° is controlled by the projectile’s kinetic energy. If crater efficiency was instead controlled by momentum \(\gamma\) would be 0.43.

**The effect of friction in oblique impacts:** With increasing friction coefficient \(f\) crater volume decreases (Fig. 2). Fig. 1 shows that the effect of the impact angle is greater for a larger friction coefficient. For \(f = 0.7\) the crater volume decreases with the impact angle as \(V(\alpha) = V(90°) \cdot \sin(\alpha)^3 \approx V(90°) \cdot \sin^3(\alpha)\) in agreement with...
experimental studies in quartz sand by [7,8]. The scaling exponent $\gamma = 0.57$ is lower than in the hydrodynamic case and closer to the momentum scaling limit ($\gamma = 0.43$) and the experimentally determined value for vertical impacts into sand (0.5; [2]). Thus, impactor momentum becomes more important for crater formation if the effect of target friction is considered.

Conclusions and further studies: Our models confirm the experimental observation that crater efficiency decreases with decreasing impact angle in a sinusoidal manner. The power-law scaling of the crater volume holds for impact angles as low as 30°. Friction further reduces crater efficiency, and increases the importance of the projectile’s momentum. Crater scaling gradually changes from almost pure energy scaling in case of vertical impacts into hydrodynamic material towards momentum-controlled crater growth for increasing friction coefficients (and decreasing angle of impact). In the future we plan to carry out models of smaller $\pi_2$-scenarios, and study the effects of a broader range of friction coefficients and other important target properties such as cohesion and porosity. Preliminary results indicate that the effect of friction coefficient on crater scaling is the same for all impact angles (above 30°).
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